Automating Cloud Resource
®

Allocation with ServiceNow for
an European Brewing Company
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THE CUSTOMER

Our Customer is one of the leading brewing companies with
presence over 70 markets across the globe. With a rich heritage in
operating breweries internationally, the company produces over
200 varieties of beers and ciders.

SCENARIO

With their operations spread across geographies, the company had
moved their IT operations to cloud with Microsoft Azure. They were
managing their cloud instances with a preliminary ServiceNow
implementation.
One of the prominent challenges that the company faced was with
the allocation of SQL services to the technical teams internally. Their
usual resource allocation process was enabled by translating
individual user requests to Azure via a simple ServiceNow instance.
Since the teams, and their sub-agencies, had varied requirements and
usage needs, the entire process proved to be time-consuming and
ineffective.
They were in need of an expert ServiceNow implementation partner
to address their cloud implementation hurdles.

THE SOLUTION

As a registered ServiceNow solution provider, with over 7 years of
implementation expertise in the platform, Aspire Systems’
ServiceNow team fit as the ideal implementation partner.

Automating Resource Allocation
Aspire’s automation
Initially, the team analysed all the possibilities of how effectively
can the entire process- from request generation to processingbe automated.
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Based on the customer’s working environment, requirement
and capabilities, the team developed the automation function.
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As a core part of the process, they included a service catalog
item from ServiceNow as the switch to enable swifter allocation
of resources across the available servers.

be fulfilled in minutes.
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Custom Application for Expenditure Report Generation
The team also built a customer ServiceNow application that is
designed to derive specific cost and expenses reports based on the
customer’s cloud usage. Built as a combination of two separate
modules, the application helps customer gain greater insight of their
project expenditure on a monthly basis.

RESULTS & ROI
Aspire’s automation solution improved implementation
of the entire work-cycle as an efficient process that can
be fulfilled in minutes.

As the effectiveness of the overall process was
increased, the customer was able to accommodate
30% more users within their stipulated storage
servers’ bandwidth.

30%

The customer is further planning to broaden the
automation approach from specific regions to a
more global implementation.

FUTURE IMPACT

Going forward, Aspire’s support to the customer as a solid
ServiceNow implementation partner would ensure that they can
expand their IT scope dynamically across geographies and derive
greater value out of their ServiceNow investments.

